
Flexible interior
with a smart and functional design





In today’s society, luxury

is often a question of time.

Having a home where order and

method prevail is worth a lot.

Yet order and method

don’t come of their own accord.

elfa® storage units enable you to

create exactly the basic

requirements you need for an

orderly home and for saving time.

elfa® décor offers you exclusive

fittings in a stylish mix of metal

and wood. Browse through this

brochure and let elfa® décor

inspire you to create unique and

versatile storage solutions

that will embellish your home

with their smart and functional

design. Frame elfa® décor

with an attractive sliding door

and your home will look

just perfect.
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DRESSER SHELFDRESSER SHELFDRESSER SHELFDRESSER SHELFDRESSER SHELF
Fixed or gliding – the choice is
yours. We have both designs.

You may rest assured that when
you store your smartest sweat-
ers and accessories on this
smooth shelf in your wardrobe,
they will retain their good
looks.

SHOE RACKSSHOE RACKSSHOE RACKSSHOE RACKSSHOE RACKS
Our shoe racks provide the
ideal answer to shoe storage
problems. You have the choice
of simple or double racks.

The double shoe racks have
stylish, wooden parts and
match the other fittings.

DRADRADRADRADRAWERSWERSWERSWERSWERS
Drawers that come in three
different depths keep clothes
and small items neatly in place.

An attractive and practical
canvas insert provides
additional protection for clothes
and prevents small items from
falling through the drawer.

FUNCTION

ETC.ETC.ETC.ETC.ETC.
For practical purposes, elfa®

décor has plenty to offer:
closet rods, shelving baskets,
tie/belt racks, trouser hangers,

clothes hangers...
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DESIGN

WWWWWALNUTALNUTALNUTALNUTALNUT
The true walnut is a tree
of culture and ancient
traditions.

Just like the tree, elfa®’s
walnut-stained birch
features are classic,
beautiful and robust.

BIRCHBIRCHBIRCHBIRCHBIRCH
The birch was one of the first
plants to arrive in the Nordic
countries after the Ice Age.
People have been using birch
for its medicinal properties for
thousands of years.

Just like the tree, elfa® décor in
birch brings a sense of well-
being to your home.
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SIMPLICITY

SIMPLE DESIGN FORSIMPLE DESIGN FORSIMPLE DESIGN FORSIMPLE DESIGN FORSIMPLE DESIGN FOR
SIMPLE ASSEMBLSIMPLE ASSEMBLSIMPLE ASSEMBLSIMPLE ASSEMBLSIMPLE ASSEMBLYYYYY
Simple = natural,
straightforward,
comprehensible,
obvious, elementary.

Just like an elfa® décor
installation.

1. Screw the track to
the wall at the required
height.

Fix the fascia strips
onto the shelves with
screws.

2. Now there is no
more need for drilling
or screws. Just hook
the hanging standards
and the brackets in.

3. Snap the shelves
into place.

Hook the shoe racks,
tie racks and all the
other storage units
into the brackets.

4. Fill your new
storage space with
clothes, shoes and
accessories.

5. Finished.
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FLEXIBLE USEFLEXIBLE USEFLEXIBLE USEFLEXIBLE USEFLEXIBLE USE
elfa® décor can naturally be
used to great advantage in
your wardrobe.

But why not make the rest
of your home’s storage
space attractive and
practical too? What about
your kitchen? Or the hall?

FLEXIBLE SETFLEXIBLE SETFLEXIBLE SETFLEXIBLE SETFLEXIBLE SET-UP-UP-UP-UP-UP
Trousers need to be hung
up, other clothes are best
folded. Even ties need a
place of their own.

Choose articles from elfa®

décor to suit your storage
needs.

FLEXIBLE COMBINAFLEXIBLE COMBINAFLEXIBLE COMBINAFLEXIBLE COMBINAFLEXIBLE COMBINATIONTIONTIONTIONTION
elfa® décor can be further
enhanced with elfa®

sliding doors – in wood,
mirror or glass.

Combined to suit your
personal taste.

FLEXIBILITY



Elfa International AB
Elfagatan 5

SE-59387 Västervik, Sweden
Tel.: +46 (0)490-846 00
Fax: +46 (0)490-846 25

E-mail: info@elfa.com
www.elfa.com
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